
Monkey Nick Andy Leader

Route Summary

On the Ordnance Survey maps the big clough which cuts 

deep into the moors here is called Ramsden Clough but to 

locals it's known as Monkey Nick. There's a fading story from 

(I think) between the wars which tells of a circus coming to 

Holmfirth and losing one of it's acts up in the clough.

Route Overview

Category: Walking

Length: 7.450 km / 4.66 mi

Last Modified: 6th May 2015

Difficulty: Medium

Rating:

Surface: Moderate

Date Published: 2nd May 2015

Description
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On the Ordnance Survey maps the big clough which cuts deep into the moors here is called Ramsden Clough but to 

locals it's known as Monkey Nick. There's a fading story from (I think) between the wars which tells of a circus coming 

to Holmfirth and losing one of it's acts up in the clough. This was back in the day when animals were a big part of the 

circus. I've heard a number of slightly different versions of the story but all tell of a monkey running off from the circus 

and taking refuge high up in Ramsden Clough for anything from a few weeks to several years! I hope it had a top coat.

This is a lovely walk into a quiet area. it does involve some climbimg and rough paths in the clough but is worth the 

effort.

Part of the route is on open access land and no dogs are allowed.

Waypoints

Start of walk
(53.54730; -1.82783)

Leave the carpark and turn left onto the unmade road which you follow until reaching a house in the woods.

Brownhill Reservoir. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54566; -1.82795)

Autumn at Ramsden Reservoir.

Brownhill Reservoir from Holme Moss. www.madeinhol
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(53.54458; -1.82656)

Keepers Cottage. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54361; -1.82615)

When you reach the keepers cottage take a deep breath and turn left uphill. Don't rush. The woods here are worth 

taking your time in.

Autumn,Ramsden Clough. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54577; -1.82429)

I'd have a breather here. Then it's just up to the next hairpin bend.
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(53.54439; -1.82150)

At this bend in the lane turn right. There's a wooden sign pointing the way to Access Land. This is where you walk into 

Monkey Nick. The path can be muddy here.

Birches. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54010; -1.81971)

Look out for these twisted Silver Birches which have grown up wild amongst the planted pine trees. If it's Spring 

there's usually a Cuckoo to be heard and what I know as a "Yaffler" which is a Green Woodpecker. You'll know it if 

you hear it.

Ramsden Clough. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.53517; -1.81660)

The path is a little vague here and steep by the pine trees so take care. The views and atmosphere are worth the 

huffing and puffing. Seen any monkeys yet?

(53.53202; -1.81559)

Follow the narrow path through Bilberry and Heather steadily upwards. Look down - it's awesome!

Ramsden Clough.www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.53146; -1.81428)
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You are here and if the heather is out there's nowhere better to be.

(53.53153; -1.81171)

You should see a fence and wooden gate here. Don't go through it but turn sharp left and follow a path up towards 

Elow End. I always think of the band.

(53.53367; -1.81419)

The path keeps close tothe edge with wonderful views towards Holme.

Hoar Clough. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.53524; -1.81320)

The views from this path are some of the best in the Holme Valley. Take your time.

Across the Clough. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.53771; -1.81463)

Whenyou reach Crossley's Plantation turn sharp right onto a good track which will take you off the moor. Enjoy that 

view before heading off.
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Hades Peat Pits
(53.53799; -1.80900)

Look to your right here. The deep trenches have been cut into peat banks over centuries by local people cutting peat 

to burn on thier fires. Even today there are still a few who come up each summer to do this. If you follow a trench to its 

end you'll see there name on a bit of wood. The pits used to be administered by the "Constable of the Graveship of 

Holme" who I can recall would write eah year to the local paper asking any residents who wanted peat to let him know.

(53.53837; -1.80482)

When you get to the road turn left and head downhill.

Castle Hill. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54142; -1.80541)

Turn right here onto the unmade road. You can usually see all the way to Castle Hill above Huddersfield from here.

November Light. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54601; -1.80301)

Turn left at the cross roads.
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Lone Sheep. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54630; -1.80535)

These fields are usually full of Lapwings,Golden Plover and Brown Hares in the spring so keep your eyes peeled.

(53.54675; -1.80776)

Cross the road and head off through a wooden field gate on the othet side. Lovely path this whih hardly anyone walks 

down.

Fox. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54543; -1.81120)

If you're lucky and quiet you might bump into one of thes along this path.
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Moss Edge Path. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54872; -1.81726)

One of my favourite paths. Just keep to the green lane which passes Moss Edge Farm just below you.

Moss Edge Farm. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54927; -1.81903)

Moss Edge Sycamore. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54907; -1.82141)
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This little tree is tucked into the hillside out of the prevailing wind.

Holme. www.madeinholmfirth.co.uk
(53.54759; -1.82341)

Holme from Moss Edge.

(53.54653; -1.82410)

After a boggy bit you will reach a wooden stile which you need to cross and then head down hill through the woods 

and back to the carpark.
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